Bring properties to life!

Interactive
Kiosk

Introducing a clever solution
specifically designed as a real
estate marketing and sales tool.
Never again will you need to
scramble around the office from...
computer... to printer... to filing
cabinet to find what you need for
prospective real estate buyers.

Let your customers’
finger-tips do the talking
With the free standing Interactive Kiosk, everything you
need to interact with your buyers is ready right in front
of you. In fact, using the kiosk is so intuitive; you don’t
even need to be there! Your clients can use it while they
wait and even get a short list ready by the time you start
talking. They’ll have access to the same handy features
real estate agents can enjoy:
» Display and short list properties via screen by
simply selecting the filter criteria directly on screen
» Entire property portfolio can be accessed from the
kiosk so users can feel free to explore whatever
content is included with the listings; review
specific details and photos, view videos,
go on a virtual tour and even switch
views to Google Street View to see
around the neighbourhood
» Users can view both rental and real
estate listings
» Email directly from the kiosk –
making it easy to share listings and shortlists

Position the
Interactive Kiosk
anywhere inside
your office and
it will beckon
buyers to play
with it.

Better impact
for your buyers and vendors
With listings displayed in full-size digital brilliance on
the kiosk, it is sure to be noticed by anyone that walks
through your door. Effortlessly bringing properties to life
and helping buyers imagine properties on display as their
next home. Vendors will also recognise the value of a
marketing opportunity with such great presence.
The kiosk gives you a tangible way of demonstrating your
commitment to getting their properties sold, using cutting
edge technology that puts you ahead of the competition.

Better tools to better your team
If your aim is to equip your sales team with the best
possible tools, then Interactive Kiosk may be what is
needed to ‘step it up a level’. This innovative tool makes
selling more seamless and effective by:
» Utilising the power of the big screen to show
properties in their full glory – far superior than only
showing potential buyers printed listings
» Allowing buyers and agents to reduce time spent
driving around looking at loads of properties
- the kiosk provides a realistic view and acts as a
pre-screening opportunity
» Listings are pulled directly from your real estate
software and presented on screen via our Contegro
software platform *See Specifications

Specifications
We support the following leading property management
software; Property Suite, My Desktop, RealNZ, Sales
Partner, MultiArray and TradeMe. Other software quoted
on application.
32” or 43” LG commercial display options, with
touch-screen overlay
Either portrait or landscape orientation
Stand colours: Black or silver/white
Tilt display bracket
Durable 1.6mm sheet steel, 5mm steel base plate
with powder coated finish
Intel NUC Media Player: Celeron CPU, 4GB memory,
128GB SSD Drive (optional upgrade to i3 or i5 processor)
Stand dimensions (excludes screen):
Base plate = 550 x 550mm. Height = 1290mm.

Print Brochure
Optional Upgrade
Print professionally presented,
pre-formatted marketing collateral
straight from the kiosk to your printer
and empower your agents to have the
flexibility to choose what they show
and print in client meetings.

